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Abstract
This paper describes a system, based on statistical machine
translation, that tries to remove from the output of an automatic
audio transcription system non relevant words, such as: erro-
neously inserted functional words, filled pauses, interjections,
word fragments, etc, as well as to repair, at a certain extent,
ungrammatical pieces of sentences.

For this work1 we decided to concentrate on a political
speeches application domain, due to the immediate availabil-
ity of a parallel corpus of automatic audio transcriptions and
related proceedings, manually produced.

The system can effectively detect and correct several errors
(mainly insertions) included in the alignment between a given
automatic audio transcription and a reference transcription de-
rived from a corresponding proceeding.

Preliminary results, expressed in terms of word error rate,
show that the proposed approach allows to improve of a relative
5% with respect to the usage of the pure automatic transcription
of the audio.
Index Terms: machine translation, text cleaning, parallel cor-
pora.

1. Introduction
Nowadays there is a large demand of automatic transcription
systems in application domains where the input is spontaneous
speech. Some examples are: producing minutes of corporate
meetings, producing proceedings of political speeches or of ju-
dicial debates, generating captions or summaries of audio/video
documents to be used for information retrieval, etc. These
applications require to process Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) output in order to obtain a more fruitful and compact rep-
resentation, e.g. a summary [1, 2, 3], that removes redundancies
typical of spontaneous speech. Actually, the “exact” transcrip-
tion of spontaneous speech, even if not affected by transcription
errors, is hard to use in applications, since it contains many dis-
fluencies, such as: hesitations, false starts, interruptions, rep-
etitions, ill formed or not syntactically correct sentences, not
terminated sentences, discourse repairs, etc. In addition, the
presence of transcription errors introduces further irrelevant in-
formation that is preferable to remove.

In some of the applications we are currently addressing with
our automatic transcription technology [4], namely: transcrip-
tion of political speeches and transcription of judicial debates,
we have the need to make the ASR output usable by people who
have the task of preparing the related proceedings. This implies:
first of all to provide both punctuation and capitalization in the
transcription, then to remove from this latter the effects of the
voice disfluencies mentioned above. Note that we do not aim

1This work was partly supported by PerVoice under the grant Speech
Analytics.

at making a summary of the ASR output (this is not permitted
by the two specific applications mentioned above), instead we
want to remove from the output itself some non relevant words,
such as: erroneously inserted functional words, filled pauses,
interjections, word fragments, etc, as well as to try to repair un-
grammatical pieces of sentences.

The approach we propose is based on statistical Machine
Translation (MT) [5]. Basically we estimate some statistical
transformations from corrupted pieces of sentences, produced
by the ASR, to corresponding “cleaned” pieces of sentences
manually generated. These transformations are organized in a
“phrase table” and are applied within a Bayesian framework, as
will be explained below.

In this work, to train the phrase table we make use of a par-
allel text corpus derived from automatic transcriptions of polit-
ical speeches and from the related proceedings, manually pro-
duced by human transcribers. It is worth noting that the manu-
ally generated proceedings are not exact transcriptions of what
is really uttered by the speakers, since human transcribers: 1)
apply specific protocols for reporting data related to Parliamen-
tary sessions (e.g. during votes); 2) remove spontaneous speech
effects in the transcription; 3) can rephrase, at a certain extent,
the uttered sentences. As an example, human transcribers can
change the order of the periods, substitute subjects or direct ob-
jects inside sentences with corresponding subjective or objec-
tive propositions, change the tense of verbs, etc.

In order to verify if the proposed statistical approach can
be useful for “cleaning” ASR output from spontaneous speech
phenomena or, at least, if it is promising for future investiga-
tions, we carried out some preliminary experiments on a test set
extracted from the parallel corpus previously mentioned. Re-
lated performance have been measured in terms of Word Error
Rates (WERs) with respect to the target proceedings contained
in the test set. The results show that the MT approach is able
to reduce the WER in the translated ASR output of a relative
5% with respect to the WER obtained with the non translated
output.

2. Description of the approach
Basically, we have at disposal a set of audio recordings (at
present around 100 hours) acquired in the Italian Parliament to-
gether with corresponding proceedings derived from minutes
taken down in shorthand.

The audio recordings has been used for training phone Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) of our ASR system [6]. Instead,
the related proceedings, together with many other ones (see sec-
tion 4 for the details), have been used to train a “background”
4-gram based LM.

The statistical transformation between an input sentence f ,
furnished by the ASR system, and a corresponding “cleaned”
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translation ê is estimated as the one that maximizes the posterior
probability, among all possible translations, of e given f , i.e.:

ê = argmaxeP [e|f ] = argmaxeP[f |e]×PLM[e] (1)

The posterior probability P [e|f ] is decomposed into a prod-
uct of: a translation probability P [f |e] and a LM probability
PLM [e]. For this work, the LM probability PLM [e] is esti-
mated with the background LM mentioned above.

The translation probability P [f |e] is, in turn, decomposed
into a product of phrase probabilities P [f̄i|ēi], 1 ≤ i ≤ I , as
follows:

P [f̄I
1 |ēI

1] =

IY
1

P [f̄i|ēi]d(starti, endi−1) (2)

where f̄I
1 is a possible segmentation of f .

Posterior probability P [e|f ] in equation 2 is maximized
for all possible segmentations of input sentence f . The term
d(starti, endi−1) in equation 2 denotes a distortion probability
distribution that allows to take into account the fact that trans-
lated “cleaned” sentences can be reordered (see introduction)
with respect to input sentences (starti denotes the start posi-
tion of the ASR output phrase that was translated into the ith

“cleaned” phrase, endi−1 is the end position of the ASR output
phrase translated into the (i− 1)th “cleaned” phrase).

Each entry (f̄i, ēi) in the phrase table (in the following we
will equivalently call the phrase table as Translation Model)
consists of a couple of parallel phrases, having a maximum
length of 7 words, with associated direct and inverse phrase
translation probabilities and direct and inverse lexical weights
[7].

A well known approach in MT consists in substituting the
posterior probability P [e|f ], in equation , with the output of a
log-linear model [8]. This latter allows to optimally combine a
set of feature functions in order to minimize the translation error
on a development set of parallel data (see section 5). Features
of the log-linear model are: previously mentioned translation
scores contained in the phrase table, LM probability, reordering
model score and word insertion penalty.

Finally, for this preliminary work we decided not to use
case and punctuation information for developing the MT sys-
tem. This choice was due on the one hand to the limited size
of parallel data for training the phrase table, i.e. punctuation
should be predicted using only the LM and, on the other hand,
to the fact that we wanted to concentrate our analysis on the
“pure” lexical properties of the system, independently of any
punctuation or case information. This choice will have to be
better investigated in the future and, in particular, we deserve
to: 1) use a case sensitive ASR for generating the parallel cor-
pus (see section 4 for the details); 2) increase the size of the
parallel corpus itself, and use methods similar to those reported
in [9] for predicting the punctuation.

3. Data description
The audio track of a given Parliamentary session contains the
following information:

• opening discourse by the President of the Assembly, giv-
ing preliminary information, such as: main decisions
taken in the previous session and objectives of the dis-
cussion in the present session;

• optionally, the Secretary of the Assembly reads a sum-
mary of the proceeding of the previous Parliamentary
session;

• interventions of the various Members of the Assembly.

All of the interventions of the Members of the Assembly
are reported in the proceeding of the session, except the content
of the audio segment containing the reading of the proceeding
of the previous session. The structure of the proceeding is as
follows.

• An heading reporting the date of the related Parliament
session and the number of the session itself.

• An heading reporting the main objectives of the present
Parliamentary session (e.g. discussion of a particular
law).

• Optionally, a brief summary of the decisions taken in the
previous session (e.g. laws approved).

• The transcriptions of all of the speeches of both the Pres-
ident of the Assembly and of the Members that intervene.
Each intervention is preceded by the name of the Mem-
ber delivering it, or by the word “PRESIDENT”.

• Optionally comments are added inside the proceeding,
e.g.: “END OF DISCUSSION ON LAW <NUMBER>
...”, “START EXAMINATION OF ARTICLES OF
LAW <NUMBER> ...”, “SESSION SUSPENDED AT
<TIME>”, “SESSION RESUMED AT <TIME>”, etc.

The major cause of misalignment between automatic audio
transcriptions and related proceedings is due to the application,
by human transcribers, of a specific protocol during electronic
voting. To make an example, in the source text (hereinafter,
all reported examples will be given as translations from Italian)
the President says: colleagues let’s vote, I declare the voting
closed, while the “target text” in the proceeding reports: “it is
announced the final roll-call vote by electronic proceedings on
the bill of ratification..., ...,number of voters <number>, num-
ber of abstentions <number>, etc”.

Another frequent type of misalignment is due to the pres-
ence of sentence fragments uttered by the speaker, both erro-
neously or to emphasize some parts of the discourse. These
fragments, that are generally grammatically wrong and do not
express a complete thought, are not included in the correspond-
ing proceeding. For example the audio transcript contains: to
settle up a screening what type of national screening could be
then with these resources and the aligned text in the proceeding
is “to settle up a screening”.

Other misalignments, as mentioned above, are due to gram-
matical repairs and to the removal, from the automatic transcrip-
tion, of interjections or of erroneously inserted words or sen-
tences (e.g. repeated words or sentences are removed). As an
example, the source (audio) transcription contains the sentence
of one of one and the corresponding aligned part of the proceed-
ing is “of one”. At the moment, we are particularly interested to
investigate if the translation system is capable of reducing these
latter types of errors.

4. Training procedure
As reported above, training data for both AM and Translation
Model (TM) consists of about 100 hours of audio recordings,
collected in the Italian Parliament, together with corresponding
proceedings. In addition, other proceedings are available that,
however, have no audio associated.

For training HMMs we applied a “lightly supervised” train-
ing procedure, similar to the one reported in [10]. First, we
automatically transcribed the available audio data with an ASR
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system that used “out-of-domain” HMMs trained for transcrib-
ing broadcast news [6]. In doing this, for each Parliamentary
session, the background LM has been adapted [11, 12] using the
texts contained in the proceeding of the given session. Then, we
performed an alignment between the resulting automatic tran-
scription of the session and the corresponding proceeding and
carried out a retraining step, for HMMs, using only the audio
segments where automatic transcriptions and texts in the pro-
ceedings perfectly coincide. This procedure has been iterated
more times.

At the end of the lightly supervised training procedure we
have a set of an in-domain trained HMMs, as well as a set of
alignments between automatic transcriptions and texts in the
proceedings. These latter set of data constitutes the parallel
training corpus: a couple of parallel phrases is given by an auto-
matically recognized sentence, f , and the corresponding aligned
sentence, r, in the proceeding. Note that, in this way, the phrase
segmentation in the parallel corpus reflects the automatic ut-
terance segmentation performed by the automatic transcription
system. Furthermore, for training the TM, as well as for testing
the system, we used the well known software package MOSES
[13].

Note also that in the parallel training corpus the fraction of
misaligned words (i.e. words inserted, deleted or substituted
into the source f , with respect to the reference r), expressed
in terms of WER, is quite high (around 40%). However, most
of gross misalignment differences occur systematically during
some specific events of a Parliamentary session. In these cases
it is impossible for the system to translate with good accuracy
from automatic audio transcription to corresponding manual re-
port. For example, during electronic voting (see section 3) the
President of the Assembly doesn’t say the details of voting (e.g.
the number of voters, the number of abstentions, the number of
voting in favor, etc) which are, instead, reported in the proceed-
ings. On the other hand, we are not much interested in trans-
lating correctly these audio segments using statistical models,
since they will be processed either by humans or by applying
given protocol rules.

Due to above reasons, we decided to run a set of experi-
ments after having removed from our parallel corpus the data
whose misalignment errors are too high. More specifically, we
trained several TMs using different subsets of the whole parallel
training corpus. These latter subsets have been chosen in order
to have a decreasing number of “misalignment errors”. To do
this we include in each of them only the couples of sentences
(f ,r) that exhibit a misalignment error (expressed in terms of
WER) below a specified threshold.

Table 1 gives some statistics related to these latter parallel
training subsets. In the Table, WER-thr is the WER thresh-

Table 1: Statistics of the parallel data sets used for training the
translation models (k=1000, M=1000,000).

%WER-thr ≤ 100 ≤ 70 ≤ 50 ≤ 30 ≤ 10

n. words r 643k 596k 517k 356k 123k
n. words f 678k 619k 533k 361k 123k
pht size 5.5M 5.1M 4.3M 2.8M 887k

old applied to retain the parallel sentences (f ,r) in the corre-
sponding training subset, “n. words f” represents the number
of words in the training source sentences (i.e. the words in the
audio transcriptions), “n. words r” is the corresponding number
of words in the proceedings, “pht size” is the number of entries
in the resulting phrase tables.

5. Experiments and results
A set of experiments has been led on both development and test
sets disjointed from training set. As seen in section 3, the de-
velopment set has been used for estimating some parameters of
the decoder, specifically the coefficients of the log-linear model
through minimum error training. In addition to the automati-
cally generated audio transcriptions, for both development and
test sets we also have the corresponding manual (verbatim) tran-
scriptions. Both sets of transcriptions (automatic and manual)
have been given as input to the MT system and corresponding
separate evaluations have been carried out. The WER between
automatic and corresponding manual transcription (i.e. the ASR
WER) is 12.7% on the entire development set and 9.5% on the
entire test set.

A selection procedure, similar to that applied to the train-
ing set, has also been applied to both development and test sets
in order to define subsets whose sentences have an alignment
error below a given threshold WER-thr. Hence, experiments
have been run using for each resulting development/test set a
corresponding TM obtained, as explained above, with the same
WER-thr. Instead, in all experiments we used the same, 4-gram
based, background LM. The perplexity of this LM, estimated
on on the development set, resulted to be 88.5.

Table 2: Translation results obtained on the development set
(automatic transcription has been given as input to the MT sys-
tem).

%WER-thr ≤ 100 ≤ 70 ≤ 50 ≤ 30 ≤ 10

n. words r 12047 10713 8938 6116 1694
n. words f 13286 11609 9446 6307 1713
n. words e 12509 11068 9231 6202 1708
%wer[e,r] 38.4 30.4 23.4 14.8 3.2
%wer[f ,r] 40.6 32.0 24.5 15.3 3.5
%wer[e,f ] 7.2 5.7 3.4 3.1 1.1

Results are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 3: Translation results obtained on the test set (automatic
transcription has been given as input to the MT system).

%WER-thr ≤ 100 ≤ 70 ≤ 50 ≤ 30 ≤ 10

n. words r 12878 11627 9879 6579 2004
n. words f 13243 12024 10135 6632 2018
n. words e 12644 11557 9953 6516 2012
%wer[e,r] 33.6 29.1 23.0 14.6 4.8
%wer[f ,r] 34.5 29.7 23.7 14.9 4.8
%wer[e,f ] 5.8 5.0 2.9 2.8 0.8

Analogously to Table 1, in Tables 2 and 3 “n. words
r”, “n.words f” and “n. words e” are the number of words
contained in the reference (proceedings) transcriptions, in the
source (automatic audio) transcriptions and in the target (trans-
lated) transcriptions, respectively. Notice, in the Tables, the
following inequalities are always valid: “n. words f” ≥ “n.
words e” ≥ “n. words r”. Finally, %wer[e,r], %wer[f ,r] and
%wer[e,f ] are the percentages of alignment errors between the
various couples of transcriptions.

Table 4 gives the results on the development set when the
manual transcription is given as input to the MT system (a sim-
ilar trend of results has been obtained on the test set but, for the
sake of clarity, they are not reported here).

We also carried out some experiments using different val-
ues of WER-thr for selecting both TMs and development sets.
For example, using the TM trained applying WER-thr=0.3 we
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Table 4: Translation results obtained on the development set
(manual transcription has been given as input to the MT sys-
tem).

%WER-thr ≤ 100 ≤ 70 ≤ 50 ≤ 30 ≤ 10

n. words r 12047 11012 9418 6588 2832
n. words f 13234 11891 9860 6811 2852
n. words e 12593 11625 9692 6715 2843
%wer[e,r] 34.9 27.6 20.6 12.9 4.0
%wer[f ,r] 35.8 28.5 21.4 13.3 4.2
%wer[e,f ] 7.1 3.5 2.9 2.5 0.8

obtained on the entire development set wer[e,r]=39.0%, while
using for training the TM WER-thr=0.1 we achieved, again on
the whole development set, wer[e,r]=39.9%. These two latter
results have to be compared with wer[e,r]=38.4% in Table 2.
On the contrary, no significant differences, from results given
in Table 2, were observed on the various development subsets
using the TM trained on the whole set of parallel training data.

6. Discussion
Tables 2, 3 and 4 show that there is always a consistent reduc-
tion, along all training subsets, in WER passing from ASR out-
put (rows %wer[f ,r] in Tables 2 and 3), or manual output (row
%wer[f ,r] in Table 4), to corresponding translated (“cleaned”)
outputs (rows %wer[e,r] in the same Tables). In particular, we
observed a significant and consistent reduction in the number
of insertion errors (see Table 5) contained in the “cleaned” e
transcription, with respect to the “source” f .

Table 5: Detailed error counts obtained on the development set
(WER-thr=1.0).

alignment n. err(%wer) n. ins n. del n.sub
(e,r) 4643(38.4) 1597 1011 2035
(f ,r) 4899(40.6) 2102 676 2121

Although till now we had not performed any quantitative
analysis in order to compare the various types of errors con-
tained in both (e,r) and (f ,r) alignments, however, we found
several examples where recognition errors due to spontaneous
speech (e.g. repeated words, interjections and false starts),
which often reflect into insertion errors in ASR output f , have
been correctly removed in the corresponding translated output
e. On the other hand, it has to be said that the system can
also introduce errors in the target e transcription, which were
not present in the source f . This fact can be noticed in Table
5 where the number of deletion errors has increased in (e,r)
alignment, with respect to (f ,r) (instead, similarly to insertions,
the number of substitution errors has decreased). This behavior
of the MT system deserves to be better investigated in the future,
specifically we should concentrate our analysis on the parts of
(e,f) alignments exhibiting differences (i.e. misalignment er-
rors). Note that these parts of sentences are a significant frac-
tion of the entire development/test sets, as can be seen looking
at the values of %wer[e,f ] in Tables 2 and 3.

A question that arise concerns the usage of WER as a per-
formance measure. Actually, although there is a correlation be-
tween WER and quality of the translated output, we noticed that
there could be many errors in the alignment (e,r) that do not
affect the quality of the “cleaned” audio transcription e. As an
example, a transcription e was found to be: “and in this sense
we want to explicitly guarantee the sovereignty of the states”,

while the corresponding reference transcription, r, is: “to pre-
serve at the same time the sovereignty of the states”. In this lat-
ter case, although the WER in (e,r) alignment is high, we can
however consider e a good transcription to be included in the
proceeding. Maybe, a subjective measure more coherent with
the final goal of the system could be defined and used. As an
alternative, measures correlating well with human evaluations
(e.g. ROUGE [14] or BLEU [15]) could be also adopted.

Finally, it is worth to notice that in this work the size of the
text material used to train both TMs and LM was quite limited.
Therefore, the effects of increasing the training data will also
have to be measured.
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